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1Description2Sony E Lens Mount320.1 MP Exmor APS HD CMOS Sensor and BION' X Image Processor4Full HD Video Recording5Built-In Wi-Fi Connection with NFC6Other Camera FeaturesConvert your smartphone into a replacement lens camera with Sony's ilCE-X1 Mirrorless Objective Digital Camera. This model features the Sony E lens mountain along with a 20.1-
megapixel APS-C Exmor APS HD CMOS sensor and BION' X imaging processor to provide detailed images and full high-definition video at 30p. This camera also has a built-in flash with a 13' guide number to work in low light. In addition to these shooting capabilities, x1 has the ability to record RAW image files for use with advanced editing techniques. It can also shoot
continuously at 3.5 frames per second to 15 frames and uses a 25-ton contrast detection system to quickly capture sharp images. This system can lock on moving objects. The X1 system has built-in Wi-Fi that connects to your iOS or Android smartphone and uses the PlayMemories mobile app to turn your phone into a viewer and control the camera menu. With Android
smartphones, NFC (Near Field Communication) provides Wi-Fi connectivity with a simple click between your phone and your camera. In addition, with the wi-Fi connection enabled, you can use your smartphone as a remote control and shoot with a camera separated from your smartphone. In addition, the zoom lever and the shutter button on the camera allow you to shoot without
a smartphone and view the images later. The camera can use Stick Micro memory, Memory Stick Micro Mark II and microSD and microSDHC memory cards to store images. Allows you to work with a wide range of interchangeable Sony lenses. You can use all E-mounting lenses and, with an additional adapter, A-mount lenses. This allows you to achieve the unique look and
effect you need to create the photo you desire. The Exmor APS CMOS sensor measuring 20.1 MP APS and the BION'X imaging processor work together to get high resolution, detailed images with minimal noise and noticeable low light quality and sensitivity to ISO 16000. The processor also contributes to ensuring a wealth of speed throughout the camera system, including a fast
25-point contrast detection AF system, a top continuous shooting speed of 3.5 frames per minute, and a full HD 1080p video recording in multiple frame rates. Full HD 1080p video recording is supported by 30 fps for high-resolution movies with a sleek, cinematic look. The video is recorded in MP4 format and the sound of built-in stereo microphone recordings. Built-in Wi-Fi
connectivity allows you to connect to a mobile device to view live vision and change settings, as well as instantly share images with mobile devices for direct sharing online on social networks, according to mail and cloud storage. Nfc (Near Field Communication) is also supported, which provides a one-touch connection between the camera and compatible mobile devices; There is
no complex complex требуется. Запись файла RAW возможна для передовых методов редактирования. Встроенная всплывающая вспышка доступна для обеспечения дополнительного освещения при работе в тусклом освещении. Удобная зарядка USB позволяет заряжать включенную литий-ионную батарею в камере через USB-соединение либо из розетки
переменного тока, либо из источника ПК. Сохраняет файлы на карты памяти microSD и Memory Stick Micro. До 440 выстрелов на одном заряде батареи. Трипод нить в нижней части камеры. Sony NoX1 SpecsImagingPixelsActual: 20.4 МегапиксельнаяЭффективная: 20.1 МегапиксельБит Глубина14-BitAV RecordingFocusFocus ModeSingle-Servo AF
(S)Автофокус PointsContrast Обнаружение: 25Viewfinder/DisplayExposure ControlMetering MethodCenter-Weighted Average, Мультизона, SpotWhite BalanceAuto, Облачно, Цветовая температура, Дневной свет, Вспышка, Флуоресцентные (Cool White), Флуоресцентные (День белый), флуоресцентные (дневной свет), флуоресцентные (теплый белый),
накаливания, ShadeContinuous ShootingUp до 3,5 fps на 20,1 МП до 15 КадровFlashFlash ModesAuto, Заполните Flash, Off, Rear Sync, Red-Eye Reduction, Slow SyncPowerBattery1 x NP-FW50 Перезаряжаемый литий-ион, 7,7 VDC, 1080 мАчПакаж InfoPackage Weight1 lbBox Размеры (LxWxH)4.9 x 4.6 x 4.4 Сменная объективная цифровая камера со встроенным
flashApprox. 20.4 mega pixelsR, G, B primary color3:02Approx. 20.1 mega pixelsCharge protection coating on, Optical FilterAPS-C type (23.2 x 15.4mm) Exmor CMOS sensorJPEG (DCF Ver. 2.0, Exif Ver.2.3, MPF Baseline compliant), RAW (Sony ARW 2.3 format)L: 5456 x 3632(20M), M: 3872×2576(10M), S: 2736x1824(5.0M)L: 5456x3064(17M), M: 3872x2176(8.4M),
S:2736x1536(4.2M)RAW+JPEG, JPEG Fine, JPEG StandardYessRGB standard (with sYCC gamut) compatible with TRILUMINOS ColorMP41920 x 1080 (29.97fps approx. 16Mbps)MP4: MPEG-4 AVC/H.264Long exposure NR: available of shutter speeds longer than 1 sec., High ISO NR: NormalAuto/ Daylight/ Shade/ Cloudy/ Incandescent/ Fluorescent (Warm White/ Cool
White/ Day White/ Daylight)/ Flash/ Color Temperature (2500 to 9900K)Approx.16Mbps (Average bit-rate)Memory Stick Micro, Memory Stick Micro (Mark2) , Карта памяти Micro SD, Карта памяти Micro SDHC, Micro SDXC карта памятиMP4: MPEG-4 AAC-LC 2chxvYCC стандарт (x.v.Color при подключении через кабель HDMI), совместимый с точками TRILUMINOS
Color25 (контрастно-обнаружение AF)Wide (25 точек (контраст-обнаружение AF))EV-1 к EV20 (ISO100 эквивалент с F2.0 объектив прилагается)Автофокус, Ручная блокировка FocusYesFocus Exmor CMOS sensorAF-S (односюйка AF)Контрастно-обнаружение AF No1iAUTO, Superior Auto, Запрограммированный AE (P), Приоритет диафрагмы (A), Приоритет
скорости затвора (S)Multi-segmentStill изображения: q/- 3.0EV (1/3EV шаги)EV1 к EV20 (на ISO100 эквивалент с F2.0 объектив прилагается)Заблокирован при нажатии кнопки затвора на полпути. (Авто) Я не Тем не менее изображения: ISO 100-16000 эквивалент (1/3 EV шаг), AUTO (ISO 100-16000), Фильмы: AUTO (ISO 100-6400)1200-зонный оценочный
измерительный Exmor sensorM:Approx. 1.4x, S:Approx. 2xElectricly controlled, vertical traverse, focus aircraft typeYes1/160 sec. However, images: images: up to 30 sec, Movies: AUTO MODE (up to 1/30)4Pre-flash TTLBuilt-in flashFlash Off, Autoflash, Fill-flash, Slow Sync., Rear Sync.16mm (focus length printed on lens case)Approximately 3 secContinuous mode: 2.5 fps,
Continuous Shooting Priority Speed: 3.5 fpsSingle Shooting, Continuous Shooting, Priority Speed, Self-Driving (10/2 sec Delay Selected) Speed Continuous Shooting: JPE Penalty: 15 Frames Continuous Mode:JPEG Fine L: 23 Frames, Speed Priority Continuous Shooting:JPEG Standard L: 30 Frames, Continuous Mode:JPEG Standard L: 68 Frames, Speed Priority Continuous
Shooting: RAW-JPG: 5 Frames, Continuous Mode:RAW-JPG: 5 Frames No. 2 3Mass-storageYes (NFC Forum Type 3 Tag Compatible) 4Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Mac OS X (v10.6-v10.9)Yes (Wi-Fi Compatible, IEEE 802.11b/g/n (2.4 GHz) ) , Print Images Match III, DPOF SettingsPeriferous Shading, Chromatic Aberration, DistortionApprox. 440
shots (CIPA standard) 6Approx. 150 min (CIPA standard) 7 9AC AC-PW20 adapter (sold separately)One NP-FW50Approx battery. 95 min (CIPA standard) 7 8YesStill images: approximately 2.2 W (with E P e 16-50mm F3.5-5.6 OSS lens attached), Movies: approximately. 2.9W (with attached lens E P'16-50mm F3.5-5.6 OSS)Approximately. 74.0 x 69.5 x 52.5 mm Parts Contact
Support and Repair Get Professional with a wide range of compatible E-mounting lenses. Choose a macro lens to get closer to smaller objects, or create beautiful defoscus backgrounds or 'bokeh' with a simple lens. You can even choose a telephoto lens, complete with optical image stabilization SteadyShot™, bringing your subject closer with precision for pro-style finishes. Take
dSLR-worthy photos with a lens-style camera. The huge APS-C Exmor image sensor™ CMOS works with the BION™ X processor to produce 20.1MP high-precision images. Capture small details, clear images, vibrant nightscapes, and beautiful bokeh - all from your smartphone. Sony's image processing engine accurately reproduces textures and details, as seen with the naked
eye, with additional high-speed processing. Together with the frontal LSI (large-scale integration) that speeds up processing, BION'X™ allows for more natural details, more realistic images, richer tonal gradations and lower noise, whether you're shooting photos or movies. Take great shots - even in low light - with a built-in flash. Thanks to the GN4 rating, you will get reliable and
accurate shooting in dark conditions where noise and blur can occur. Lighting situations and night photos are not a problem either, and you get the perfect focus when using Superior Auto mode. There's no shoot too challenging. Superior Auto mode automatically recognizes different types of environments and accordingly camera settings to optimize each shot. You camera
activates features such as continuous shooting and Auto HDR when conditions are challenging, so you can capture the shot with ease. Enjoy freedom of freedom manual control. This lens-style camera is equipped with P/A/S modes, giving you control over the aperture, shutter speed and more. The result is beautiful photos with pro-style finishes right from your smartphone. It's
easy to transfer movies and more from your camera to your android or iOS smartphone or tablet just by connecting to Wi-Fi. Then quickly upload the video to your favorite websites and social networks so friends and family can see the action. Turn your smartphone or tablet into a remote commander and enjoy easy camera control, thanks to Imaging Edge Mobile. The clean user
interface gives you a simple one-handed performance of all camera settings - including exposure, shutter release and zoom - making it ideal for group photos. Find out more From different perspectives. Bring the camera in the style of a lens in previously difficult to reach places, and then take control - including zoom, framing, and capture - using a mobile device. Keep a solid grip
for all-round shooting with an optional free angle shooting kit (ADP-FSK1). Never worry about losing your shots - your photos are automatically saved both in the camera style lens and your smartphone or tablet as you take them. Simply install the Imaging Edge Mobile app to export photos from your camera to your smartphone or tablet via Wi-Fi. From there you can organize, edit
and share with friends and family, or upload to your favorite social networking site and share with the world. Find out more with five cameras with an additional Live View Remote. Check the viewing angles on the color monitor mounted on your wrist at a glance, start/stop the recording on five cameras at once and change settings on all devices at the same time. No cables are
required, thanks to the built-in Wi-Fi.Shoot long exposures and stunning scenery with complete confidence. Just mount a lens-style camera on a tripod and get more stability than you would with portable shots. Tricky terrain, low-light photography, and group shots all become easier when you plug the lens-style camera tripod. Take photos that stand out from the crowd with a choice
of different side ratios. Choose from regular digital photo forms such as 3:2 and 4:3, as well as 16:9 widescreen or square for third images exactly the way you want them. Watch your photos and videos in rich, natural color as you share them on the big screen. This lens-style camera supports Sony's TRILUMINOS color technology - see your favorite images in realistic color when
you watch them on your TRILUMINOS TV. Extended color scheme means red, aqua blues and emerald greens, beautifully displayed for bright landscapes. The faces look better, too, thanks to the natural replication of skin tones. From dark shadows to Glare - Auto HDR (High Dynamic Range) captures every tone gradation in the scene. It works by expanding the dynamic range
of your images to produce a clear, striking contrast. When taking pictures of fast-moving switch to DRO (D-Range Optimiser) for a more natural contrast. Get crystal clear photos that are always in the spotlight. Autofocus Lock (AF) automatically adjusts the size of the target frame depending on the characteristics of the objects. This allows you to focus on what your subject is
doing, while the camera ensures that you get a focus shot no matter what happens. Capture One Express (for Sony) is one of the world's best RAW converters, making precise colors and incredible details. It contains flexible digital asset management, all the necessary adjustment tools, and quick, responsive performance in one customizable and integrated solution. Please enable
all requests to buy, use and support Capture One solutions for Phase One.Free Download (Go to the first phase of the website) The new lens-style camera captures images that are usually only possible with a replacement camera lens. Thanks to the CMOS 20.1MP Exmor APS-HD sensor, You can capture striking details with beautiful defocusing using your smartphone or
tablet.20.1MP Exmor® APS-C type CMOS sensor BION' X engine for superb detail and noise-cancelling shoot and share high-quality images with your iOS and Android device AVCHD the ability to record for a beautiful video lensSonsony E-mount lensesSensor Type Exmor™ CMOS sensorNumber of Pixels (Effective)20.1MPISO Sensitivity (Recommended Exposure Index)ISO
100-16000Battery Life (Still Images) Up to 440 shots sony alpha ilce-qx1. sony α ilce-qx1. sony smartshot ilce-qx1. sony ilce qx1 price in india. sony ilce qx1 price in bangladesh. sony ilce qx1 buy online. sony ilce-qx1 for sale. sony ilce-qx1 price
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